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FINDING   A   TREE   FRIEND  
 

Finding   a   tree   friend   is   a   great   way   to   learn   how   trees   make   our   lives   better!   Trees   are  
truly   amazing   living   things   that   serve   as   homes   (scientists   call   this   ‘habitat’)   for   millions  
of   animals,   fungi   and   other   plants   –   big   and   small.   They   might   appear   silent   and   still  
on   first   glance,   but   each   tree   is   full   of   mysteries   to   explore!   Find   a   special   tree   buddy  
and   learn   about   your   new   friend’s   habits…and   how   it   makes   your   yard   or   outdoor  
space   better!   You   can   even   help   make   sure   your   friend   stays   healthy!  
 

● Search   for   a   nearby   tree   that   seems   interesting   to   you.   What   about   it   grabbed  
your   attention?   Was   it   really   big   or   small?   Did   the   bark   have   an   interesting   color   or  
texture?   

● Observe   the   tree   closely.   What   shape   are   the   leaves?   Does   the   bark   feel   rough  
or   smooth   when   you   touch   it?   Can   you   reach   your   arms   all   the   way   around?  
How   tall   do   you   think   it   is?   How   many   people   standing   on   eachothers   shoulders  
would   it   take   to   reach   the   tippy   top?  

● Next   you   can   draw   the   tree   with   crayons   or   colored   pencils.   Trace   the   shape  
of   a   leaf   on   your   page.   Are   the   edges   jagged   or   smooth?   Does   your   tree  
have   needles   or   broad   leaves?   

● You   can   also   do   a   rubbing   of   the   bark   by   pushing   paper   against   the   trunk   and  
using   the   long   side   of   your   crayon   to   draw.   What   cool   patterns   appear   on   the  
paper?   

 
You   can   visit   the   tree   regularly.   What   changes   do   you   see?   Sit   in   the   sun   away   from   the  
tree,   then   sit   under   the   tree   in   the   shade.   Is   there   a   difference   between   those   two  
places?   Where   would   you   rather   sit   on   a   hot   day?    Do   birds   or   insects   spend   time   in   the  
tree?   Why?   Are   they   eating,   sleeping,   playing?   Does   the   color   of   the   leaves   change?  
Are   there   nuts   or   cones?   
 
The   tree   now   is   your   special   place   -   you   can   watch   all   of   the   critters   that   hang   out   in   the  
tree,   read   under   it,   climb   it,    build   fairy   houses   at   its   roots,   or   sit   in   its   shade.  

 
For   an   extra   challenge   you   can   keep   a   tree   journal.   When   you   visit   the   tree,   bring   your  
journal   along.   You   can   use   it   to   draw   pictures,   make   leaf   rubbings,   tape   in   leaf   samples,  
and   record   how   the   tree   trunk’s   diameter   changes   over   the   course   of   the   year.   You   can  
also   make   note   of   any   bugs,   birds,   or   other   critters   that   you   see!  

 
 
 
 


